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Horsburgh & Scott Announces Appointment of New President and CEO
Cleveland, OH: October 18, 2017 - Horsburgh & Scott, the world leader in large gear
manufacturing, has announced the appointment of Randy Burdick as President and CEO
effective October 18, 2017. Burdick has more than 25 years of experience with industrial
power transmission solutions and most recently held the position of President and COO of
Brevini, USA.
Randy Burdick has extensive experience with the Company’s products, markets and customers.
His career began with Falk back in 1990 and he’s been in the industry ever since in a variety of
technical, commercial and leadership roles at Falk, Rexnord and Prager before landing at
Brevini, USA.
“Horsburgh & Scott is a well-recognized brand and I’m excited to see the capability that is
available to serve the market,” says Burdick. “The company is known for designing and
manufacturing custom power transmission solutions for some of the most demanding
applications and their products have been in service for decades. That’s a foundation and value
proposition upon which I’m excited to build,” he adds.
Lloyd Trotter, H&S Chairman and GenNx360 CP Founder & Managing Partner, said “We are
excited to have Randy leading the H&S team. Randy is deeply rooted in the industry; he brings
a wealth of gear experience and a vast business background. Randy will be a valuable asset to
H&S and an essential part of the growth of the company.”
About Horsburgh & Scott
Horsburgh & Scott is a worldwide leader in engineering, manufacturing and maintaining gears
and gearboxes. The company offers custom mid and large size gearing and preventive
maintenance solutions for mining, metals processing, sugar processing, oil and gas drilling, and
a wide variety of other industries. It has been in business for more than 130 years and has
manufacturing operations in the US and sales and service support worldwide. For additional
information about Horsburgh & Scott:
Visit www.horsburgh-scott.com
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